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PREFACE

At the end of 1974 the Commission asked a group of independent
economists (Professors Bieh19 Bro~my Fortey Frévilley 09Donoghue
and Peetersy and Sir Donald MacDougall as Chairman) to examine
the future role of public finance at the Community level in the
general context of European economic integrationo

The Study Group held fourteen meetings from April 1975 to March
19770 Officials of several Directorates-General of the Commission
also took part in these meetings (Economic and Financial M:f'airsy
Regional Policyy Budget 9 Financial Institutions and Taxation) 0

The Group also had the benefit of discussions vlith two expert con-
sultants from the United States (Professor Oates) and Australia
(Professor Mathews)o

The results of the \vork are presented in two volumeso The first
volume contains the General Reporty including an Introduction
and SummarY9 all of which have been unanimously agreed by the
members of the Study Groupo

The General Report draws heavily on the much larger body of evi-
dence and analysis contained in this second volumeo It consists
of individual contributions by the members of the Study Groupy
and the hl0 expert consultants from the United States and Australiao
It also contains working papers contributed at the request' of the
Group by its secretariat of officials from the Directorate-General
for Economic and' Financial Affairs of the Commissiono While the
authors of the individual chapters in the second volume take final
responsibility for them9 they have all benefitted from detailed
discussion by the Group as a wholeo

'"
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THE INTERREGIONAL ROLE OF PUBLIC FINANCE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

Interregional movements of public funds may be regarded as bsing
important for two reasons 0 First 0 the ways in which they are related
to changes in income and expenditure of the regions give them a part
in stabilising :or destabillsing relative changes in regional levels
of economic activit Yo Secondo the average rates of flow over periods
of time affect the relative levels of living in the various regionso
These two aspects may bs examined in turno

10 The Stabilisinp: funtion of Public Finance

This has to be seen in the light of the fact that the economies
of the United Kingdom regions are very ,oopeno, = the ratio of their
external to their internal transactions is v~ry higho This works in
two directions 0 On the one hand. it means that the regions are
liable to encounter large. disturbances from outside ~ on the other
it means that any change in flows of funds within a region is
likely to bs dissipated through the other regions of the countryo ;
and. abroad; in other words the multipliers are likely to be smallo

So far as the °opennesso of regional economies is concernedp precise
information. is lacking in most caseso Only for Northern Ireland are
there records of imports and exports of merchandise on a basis
similar to that of international trade statisticso But for other
regions some very rough indications of orders of magnitude éan bs
derived from surveys of movements of gOods by road and rail and such
data as there are about coastwise shippingo The results can be
expressed as the ratio of the average of a regionOs imports and
exports of merchandise to its gross domestic producto For Northern
Ire1and and Scotland this ratio is about 0080 for the South-East
(wi th a GDP some three times as big as that for the °average ° region)
perhaps slightly smallerp for the other English regions and for Wales
decidedly largerp rising to 105 or more for those which are most
centrally locatedo This means that the least open United Kingdom
regions are comparable in this respect with Luxembourgp (which is
smaller in both area and GDP) while the rest are up to twice as open p

and are thus from three to five times as open as such countries
(broadly comparable with them in size of GDP) as Norwayp Denmarkp or
the Republic of lrelando

Payments to and from the central government are a futher source of
°opennesso in regional economies additional to those which operate in
independent countrieso In the UoKop payments too and disbursements by
the central government are each some 35 per cent of GDPin the
country as a whole 0 and. something like this must bs true of individual
regions = the extent to which regions payo or receiveD more or less
than the share corresponding to their poWlat1on or GDF obviously
affects their level of disposable incomep while the sensitiveness
of these payments to changes in their GDP can have a powerful feedback
effect on those changeBo to which we shall have to returno
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Factor movements between regions are also freer, in general, than
those between separate countries. From the U.K. as a whole, one
resident in about 170 '.may be expected to emigrate overseas. each year,
and the same is true, by definition of a 'representa.tive' region,
though the propensity to emigra te overseas is in fact much greater
from some regions than from others. But, in addition, one resident
in about 1)0 m~y be expected to emigrate from the 'representative'
region to other U.K. regions. The total propensity to leave a region
is thus some 2 - 2 1/4 times as great as that to emigrate from the
country as a whole. On interregional movements of capital there are
no comprehensive data. It is, however, possible to compare the
interregional 'moves' of manufacturing industry wi th those moves
that originate from parent organisations outside the U.K. ( a 'move'
being either a simple geographical transfer of an establishment
or, more commonly, the setting-up of a branch establishment distant
from a 'parent' establishment which continues in being). In the .

period 1945-65, of the 'moves' to destinations in the United Kingdom
which survived to the end of that period, about six times as many
came from other regions in the U.K. as came from abroad. If one looks,
not at the number of moves, but at the total employment they provided,
the interregional group emerges as about four times as important
as the international.

To see how the greater openness of the regional economy, as opposed
to the national, affects its vulnerability to changes in external
demand for its products, it is perhaps best to consider an example
which, while hypothetical, is constructed as far as possible from
empirical U.K. data. Suppose that a United Kingdom region loses
otlO million of orders for finished motor vehicles. The loss of
value added in the motor industry in the region will be about il. 2.7
million. The loss of value added in other industries in. the region
which supply inputs directly or indirectly for its vehicle industry
may well, in a typical region other than those in which the component
industries are most concentrated, be something: like .t I.) million,
giving a loss of value added attributable directly to the reduced
vehicle output of some JI:. 4 million.

For the country as a whole, the loss of value added in the vehicle
industry itself will still, of course, be~ 2.7 million, but the loss
in other industries supplying inputs to it directly or indirectly will
(according to the 196) Input Output Tables) be about..t5.8 million,
making a loss of~8.5 million in all. (The differences between this
and the ..tlO million fall in orders is accounted for by imported
inputs and, to a small extent, by. indirect taxation)

These falls in value added will generate falls in that of other
industries through the Keynesian multiplier mechanism. To assess the
size of the relevant multipliers, one has, in the case of the country
as a whole, to take into account the 'leakages' of purchasing-power
into taxation, profits paid abroad, imports, and savings; also the
offsetting effect of additional payments on account of unemployment

"
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benefit and supplementary benefit brought into existence by the fall
in demand for la.bour and the increase of poverty. On the available
information about these leakages andoffsetsp it seems th~t the
appropriate short~term multiplier for the country as a whole is about
1.4 ; that is to say the primary fall of..é8.5 million in national
value added generates a secondary fall of about«t).4 millionp making.
~ 11.9 million in all. .

The corresponding Keynesian multiplier for the region is smallerp
because p in addition to the leakages into taxation p savings p profits.
paid abroad. p and overseas imports p and the offsets from unemployment
benefi t etc. p which can be taken as being the same (in :relation to
the primary fall in income) as for the country as a whole pthere is
a leakage of profits into other regionsp and a further leakage into
imports purchased from them. The best estimate the writer has been
able to make is thatp typicallyp this reduces the appropriate
multiplier to about 1.2. The primary income-fall ofdZ4 million is
therefore supplemented only by a secondary fall of cé0.8 millionp
making ..t4.8 million in all. The national fall in value ad.ded is
therefore about 2 1/2 times the regional one ; the ratio of the
corresponding reductions in employment maywell be similar. Orp to
put the same thing in anothp.r w~Yp although we have supposed the
reduction in orders for motor vehicles ~ fall enti%'ely upon
establishments si tuá.ted inOJi1iS region in the first instancep the
resulting fall in va.lue added and probably in employment occurs as to
only 40 per cent in that region and as to 60 per cent in the rest
of the country (ignoring the further fall which takes place abroad on
account of the reduction of Uni ted Kingdom imports).

To counterbalance the greater extentto which a region is padded against
the impact of falling external sales phowever p there is the greater
extent to which, by virtue of its opennessp it is at the mercy of
external demand. The Bri Ush regions are probably from four to eight
times as open in this respect as the national economy is. They achieve
this very great degree of opennessp wi th exports greater in value than
their total domestic productsp by specialisingon export goods with a
very high import content ; their contribution of value added is small

.

in relation to the gross selling value of their exports. Precise data

are lackingp but a better idea of the greatest extent to which a region
can be at risk may by obtained by consideringp not the gross value of
its exports p but its value added. Perhaps as much as half of this
might p in an extreme case œ.embodied in goods and services exported
from the region ; the rest is almost certain to be put into goods
and services for the local marketp which either in principle cannot
bep or in practice are notp seriously in competition with external
goods and services. In the U.K.o the proportion of national value
added that in fact goes into exports of g~ds and services is about
one sixth. A region mightp therefore 0 be three times as liable to
primary reductions in its income and employmento in proportion to its
sizep as the United Kingdom is. Even allowing for the smaller secondary
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change of income, in relation to the primary change, and for the fact
tha t a much larger share of the change in profits genera ted in the
region is likely to be remitted elsewhere, it seems that regional
income is likely to be considerably more liable to externally
initiated short-term fluctuations than is national income.

Theba.sis of this argument, relating to the short run, has, however,
been the treatment of changes in the pUblic sector's account in
exactly the same way as changes in the external account. Primary
changes in a region's income are cushioned (apart from the effects
of changes in its internal savings) by improvements in its balance
of Plyments both wi th the national government and wi th the rest of the
outside world - falling taxes and imports, rising receipts of
welfare payments. An economy without a public sector adjusts to a
fall in external demand for its products by reducing its income to
such an extent as to bring its imports down into line with its
exports. '!he necessary fall in income is reduced in so far as the
economy's products can be substituted for those in the outside world,- a process which requires either flexible prices (including factor
prices), flexible exchange rates, or an ability to erect trade
barriers. If the economy has a public sector which cushions the fall
in income through reduced taxation and maintained or increased
expendi ture, thus keeping demand for imports higher than it would
otherwise be, then either there must be borrowing from outside, or the
need arises for some means of substituting the economy's products for
those of other economies.

The regions of the Uni ted Kingdom have, of course, no means of
adjusting their exchange-rates or erecting trade-barriers in case
of depression ; nor do their relative levels of wages (and presumably
costs) appear to have any considerable short-term flexibility - over
the decade and a half for which they are available, indices of hourly
earnings run nearly parallel to each other in the various regions.
To the extent that central government maintains a region's effective
demand, it does so by transfers to it, financed (if its total budget is
in balance) by the surplus of tax payments over central expenditure
in those other regions which are re+atively prosperous.

The country as a whole, on the other hand, has means, at least in
principle of diverting demand by manipulating its exchange-rate, or
letting it respond to market forces, and of adjusting trade barriers,
but these are instruments which would lose in an economic and
monetary union. In those circumstances, and in the absence of any
substantial built-in stabiliser operating through Community revenue
and expenditure, the U.K. could itself maintain its internal demand
in the face of a fall in demand for its exports only by borrowing
from outside. If such borrowing was not possible, there could be no
cushioning of the full effects of the fall.
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To suppose that D within ,an economic and monetary union D a country
could not borrow externally at all when its economy was relatively
depressed (presumably repaying when it was relatively prosperous)
is certainly extreme. It is worth notinglD howeverD that in this
admittedly extreme case D the U~ited Kingdom would presumably have
to reduce its GDP by about four times the amount of any fall in its
export earnings (or say p five times the associa ted primary fall in
yalue added) in order to bring its imports down correspondingly.

We can therefore make the following comparison :

On the assumption that interregional trade is subject to much the
same percentage variations as' international trade p a typical U.K.
region is perhaps as likely to suffer a J per cent primary fall
in demand for its factors through exteTnal competition as the
country as a whole is to suffer a similar fall of 1 per cent. The
multiplierp howeverp is likely to increase this only tOD perhapsD
J.6 per cent. Reduction in the amount of profit paid outside the
regionD and in taxationD together with increased welfare receipts
from the central government maywell bring~its loss of disposable
personal income down to about 1 per cent of GDP.

A country the size of the U.Kp suffering a 1 per cent fall of
demand for its factors of production through competition or
depression in its export marketsD mightD wi th its existing system
of taxation and benefits in operationp find its factor incomes
reduced by about 1.4 per cent and personal disposable incomes by
perhaps as little as 0.5 per cent. ThisD howeverp would be at
the expense ,of a deterioration in its balance of payments
amounting to something between 0.5 and 1 per cent of GDP. IfD
to take the most extreme casep it were unable to finance any of
this by borrowingp and could not Use the price mechanism or
trade barriers to promote substitution of its goods and services
for external onesp then it could bring its imports down to match
its exports only by a fall in GDP of perhaps 5 per centp with
a similar fall in personal disposable income.

It seems then that a typical region of the United Kingdom is subjectp
by virtue of the great openness of its economy p to probably more
instability of employment and disposable income than the country as
a wholeD provided that the latter is able to ignore fluctuations in
i ts balance of payments D meeting them by borrowing and repayment.
But in a si tua tion in which variations in total demand had to be used
to adjust imports to fluctuations in exports to any large extent D

the U.K. wouldD despite its smaller degree of opennessD suffer greater
(possibly very much greater) instability of employment and disposable
income than its regions do now 0

I
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The low value of the multipliers is very largely due to taxation
and poverty-related benefits. In the case of a typical region, the
multiplier without these influences might be perhaps 1.6 ; with them
it is about 1.2. For the U.K. as a whole the multiplier without any
public sector might be about 2.6 ; in fact it is about 1.4.

It should perhaps be emphasised that what has been under discussion
so far is sho:rt-term stability, the short term for this purpose being
perhaps best defined as that in which the populations and fixed capital
equipments of the areas under consideration can be taken as given.
In the longer run (from decade to decade rather than year to year)
substantial movements of both people and jobs can take place.
Mobili ty of population be:tween regions has the effect of making
multipliers larger than in the short term. Where the working population
of a region is increased, rather than more of the existing population
being employed, or those in work doing more overtime, average rather
than marginal ra tes of tax become relevant to the increase in income,
and there is less offset (possibly a negative offset) from welfare
payments made into the region by the central government. Changes in
expendi ture on social capital are also induced by popula tion-changes
while one might expect these to be related to the rate of change
rather than the level of population ( a capital stock adjustment
effect), in practice, in the U.K., what happens is not easily
distinguishable from a lagged response directly to numbers. The
effect of these differences is to raise the Keynesian multiplier for
a region from its short-term value of about 1.2 to something more
like 1.8 or 1.9.

Permanent loss of part of a region's 'export' markets, tjlerefore,
produces a loss of both employment and disposable income which builds
up over a number of years to levels considerably higher than have
been suggested above as the immediate results of a sudden loss of
markets. One might suppose that movement of jobs, in search of
plentiful supplies of labour, would provide an additional moderating
influence in the slightly longer run, but analysis of such movements
in the U.K. in a period when regional policy was not very active
suggests very little, if any, systematic tendency of this kind.
Certainly the movement of jobs in response to interregional differences
in labOur-market conditions is, in the absence of fairly vigorous
government pOlicy to promote it, very much less than the systematic
movement of labour. Moreover, where differences in regional
prosperity are very persistent, some de-stabilising factors come
into operation. Regions of slow growth show a higher average age
of social capital and a greater incidence of derelict industrial
plant and mining si tes than do regions of rapid growth, and, in so
far as it is the young and enterprising members of the population
who are most mObile, slowly-growing regions are likely also to have
older and less adaptable workforces. These characteristics make them
less attractive for mobile industrial or commercial enterprise..
It is considerations such as these, rather than any lack of stability
of regional incomes in the face of short-run fluctuations in demand,
that creates a need for regional policy.
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2. The Equalising function of Public Finance

The regions of the united Kingdom do noto in comparison with those
of most other countrieso show very wide differences in the real product
per heado those in average level of livIng are still smaller. The

differences that have been most important in their effect on
public opinion are probably those in unemployment (oro more generally

in employment opportunities)o followed in order of significance by
differences in rate of growth of employment and in the incidence of
outward migration.

In r~al product per head of the total populationo Northern Ireland
is in a class of its own with a level some J6 per cent below the

national average 0 but all the British regions lie within .a range of
between 8 - 11 per cent above that average (The West Nidlands and
the South-East respectively) and 10 - 14 per cent below (the Noxtho
Waleso the South-Westo Scotland) with the East Midlandso Yorkshire
and Humberside and the North-West near to the average. (see Table 1).

These differences owe something to age-structure ; Northern Irelando

in particular, has a lower proportion of its population in the

active age-groups than the country as a whole. A larger amount of the
difference is attributable to differences in labour-force participation

rateso almost entirely of women. These are highest in the most
prosperous regions (the South-East and West Midlands) and lowest in
some of the poorest (Northern Irelando Waleso the North), though
they are also high in the North Westo which is less prosperous.
Unemployment is also broadly associated with low income per head
across regionso The regional averages of output per head of the
labour force in work are therefore confined to a narrower range than

those of output per head of total regional population. Northern
Ireland falls only some 23 per cent below the national average,
Scotland less than 10 per centbelowp and the South-East only 5 or 6
per cent above. These productivity differences, in turno owe something
directly to differences of industrial composition (i.e. to heavy
cncentration on industries of generally high or low net output per
head), but not very much. The influence of industrial structure
is probably exercised to a considerable extent indirectlyo
concentration on an unprosperous industryo for instancep tending
to depress productivity in other indus.tries in the region below its
level elsewhere.

The last three paragraphs relate to income produced in the different

regions in the strict sense that it is produced in workplaces located

in them. The interregional distribution of income according to its

ownership is differento not so much because of interregional commuting
( negligible factor)o but much more through interregional transfers

of rento dividendso interestp and occupational pensions. How much of
each of these kinds of income is received in each region iso broadly,

knownp but the sources are not. It has to be assumed thatp for
instancep dividends and interest paid by industry and commerce

originate in the various regions in proportion to the gross surpluses
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that are generated in them.

On this assumption (and.using 1961 data) it has been estimated that
the gross domestic products of South-East England and the.South-West
were both supplemented by net inward transfers of property income
and. occupational pensions from the rest of the country and the outside
world to the extent of 4 or 6 per cent ; Scotland and Northern
Ireland virtually broke even ; the remaining regions - the two
midland regions, the North, the North-west, Yorkshire and Humberside,
and Wales - provided net outward transfers, ranging from about

3 to 5 per cent of their gross domestic products. The total net
transfer into the two southern regions from the rest of the country
probably amounts to about 2 per cent of the national gross domestic
product.

The per capita incomes from work and property received by :residents
in the various regions (approximately, their per capita gross
regional products) therefore differ somewhat from their per capita
gross domestic products. There is a greater degree of interregional
inequality in as much as the regions of lowest GDP receive little
net property income, or, in the case of Wales and the North, make
net outward payments, while South-East England, wi th the highest
GDP, received a considerable amount, and so has a GRP approximately
75 per cent higher than that of Northern Ireland, and some 35 per
cent above those of Scotland, Wales, or the North. These are the
basic differences upon which transfers through the channels of
public finance operate.

Part of the redistribution of income through these channels arises
from differences in the incidence of taxation. In 1964, total public
sector receipts per head of the population in South-East England.
were some 85. per cent higher than in Northern Ireland and about
45 per cent higher than in Wales or the North. Taxation (or rather,
total public sector revenue) is mildly progressive as between regions
a rise of 10 per cent in per capita GRP is associated wi th a rise
of perhaps Il per cent in per capita pUblic revenue. There are
considerable irregularities clouding this relation, since different
regions have different income distributions (some, for instance, have
more very wealthy residents than others in :relation to their average
inco1Be), and they have different consumption habits - some drink more
spirits than others. Scotland seems to pay rather heavy taxes in
relation to its average income, the East Midlands rather little ;
but taxation does slightly reduce the coefficient of variation of
mean regional incomes.

When one comes to the return flow of public expenditure to the regions,
there are three concepts to distinguish. The first is the simple one
of cash transfer payments to residents in the regions , in the form
of welfare payments, state pensions, debt interest and subsidies and
grants to industrial establishments (with a rough adjustment for
Regional Employment Premium and other regional grants and subsidies
introduced since the study on which this note is mainly based).
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The effect of these is qui te powerful in the direction of
equalisation. Scotland and Northern Ireland receive p in round
figures p about a third as much again per head as South-East England p

and half as much again as the West Midlands : Walesp the Northp and
the South-West also get substantially more than average. An element
in the total which exerts a regressive effect is interest on the
public debtp paid to persons 8 South-East England apparently
possessing a high concentration of recipients. Thisp together with
agricultural subsidiesp is the main reason why the South-West also
does well ; but agricultural subsidies exert by far their largest
proportionate effect in Northern Ireland.

The second qoncept of the return flow to regions includes public
expendi ture on goods and services which has an effect on regional
rather than the general national welfare. This expenditure may be
taken as including all that on the social services and on the
formation of social capital; but not where the services of the latter
are sold at an economic pricep apart from subsidies which are
counted elsewhere. Expenditure on building hospitals and schools p for
instancep is to be included but not that on publicly-owned dwellings.
Expenditure on central administration and defence is included at a
notional rate equal to the av.erage per capita cost for the whole
country'p. on the ground that the per capi ta benefits of these
expendi tures are the same in all :legions p though the expenditures
themselves are not. Current per capita expenditure .of the kinds
included does not seem to vary much from one region to another. The
variations appear to be somewhat greater with capital expenditurep
and to favour the less affluent regionsp but with considerable
year to year variation in their distribution.

Putting together the cash tr~nsfers and the Pregionally beneficialo
expendi ture on goods and se:r:vices p so as to get a total of
°regionally beneficialP exrenditurep one finds a very substantial total
redistributive effect. Walesp orthem Ireland and Scotland receive
at least 15 per cent more per headp absolutely than South-East
England and the West f>'Iidlands.

The total redistributive effect isp of coursep due to the effects
of taxation and regionally beneficial expenditure togetherp still
taking the benefits of expenditure on central government administration
and defence as being evenly spread over the whole population. It
seems on this basis of reckoning that only two regions - the West
Midlands and South-East England - make a net positive contribution
the others are net recipients. Each of the two contributes a net
sum equal to? - 8 per cent of its gross regional product; their
total contribution amounts to some J - J 1/2 per cent of the gross
national product. The extent to which this supplements the gross regional
product of the receiving regions varies wiaely. Yorkshire and
Humberside p the East Midlands and the North-West receive small
contributionsp varying up to 2 per cent of their GRp,. The South-West
receives a supplement of some 6 per centp the North and Scotland
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7 - 10 per cent, Wales perhaps a lit~le more, and Northern Ireland
a net contribution approaching 'JO per cent. The extent of
redistribution to a region through taxation and regionally beneficial

expenditure together is highly correlated, negatively, with per
capita gross regional product. South-East England's per capita

average disposable income plus public benefits is probably less

than 40 per cent above that of NOrthern Ireland, and less than 20
per cent above those of Scotland, Wales or the North.

There is incidentally, a further factor which narrows the gap

between the per capita real incomes available for consumption and

capital formation in the regions - namely, the rather higher

le~el of consumers' prices in the south-East in comparison with the

rest of the country. Firm regional data of prices of comparable goods

and services are available only for food, fuel and power, and
(subject to wider margins of error) for housing which is far the
biggest source of difference. It may be proper to supplement these
by adding an allowance for the greater cost (including cost in time)

of travel to work in some regions, more especially the South-East.

If this is done, assuming that the prices of all other goods and

services are uniform across regions, it seems that the relevant

income-deflator for South-East England (U.K. = 100) may be 105 or
106, those for the poorest British regions a little under 100, so

that the real interregional range of disposable income plus public

benefits within Great Britain is probably less than 15 per cent,

from the least to the most prosperous. Northern Ireland, of

course, remains well outside this range.

The third concept of the return flow from the public sector,

referred to above, is more elusive in practice. It concerns the

distribution of effective demand for factors of production. The

difficulty about it is that, while the extent to which effective

demand is abstracted from regions by taxation is reasonably clear,

as is the interregional distribution of public authorities' direct
demand for services, demands for goods are not so easily related
to ultimate demands for factor-inputs. Capital formation by public

authorities in a particular region, for instance, may involve

importing goods into that region far more than it involves employment

of the region's own factors. To solve the implied problem one would
require interregional input-output data which are not available.

r.1aking, however, the (clearly inaccura te) assumption that expendi ture

on goods in, or for use in, a region is expenditure on inputs from

that region - a procedure likely to exaggerate the interregional

differences in pressure of demand arising from a given inequality

in regional per capita distribution of public spending - one

receives the impression that, again, the public sector makes a net
withdrawal of pur.chasing power from South-East England, the West

Midlands, and in this case also the North-West in favour of,

particularly, the South-West, Northern Ireland, Wales and Scotland.
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G.D.P. Net Factor GoR.P. Public Public Transfers Net Disposable

per Income per head Sector & °beneficialo Transfer Regional

head Transfer UoK. =100 ~ceipts expend.iture Product +

U.K.=lOO ~,& of G.D.P. -=if"
~Transfers&

As ~ofGross Regional Product Beneficial

Region
expo
U.K.=lOO

North 90 - 5 86 39 46 + 7 93

Yorks & Humber 100 - 4 96 J8 40 + 2 97

North-West 99 - 5 94 40 41 + 1 94

East Mid. 102 - 4 9B 37 J8 + 1 100

West r.1id. 108 - 5 103 42 35 - 7 97

S.E. England. III +4 115 42 34 - 8 108

South-West 88 +6 94 J8 44 + 6 99

Wales 88 - 3 85 39 50 + Il 94

Scotland. 86 - 87 42 52 + 10 94

N. Ireland 64 + 1 65 40 68 + 28 8J

U.K. 100 100 100

TABLE 1

Interregional Transfers

~~
I
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The total transfer from the net providers would appear to be some

2 per cent of gross national product (say 3 1/2 per cent of the
combined GRP of the net providing regions), but this, as already
suggested, is likely to be an overestimate. At all events, it is
clear that the public sector plays an important part in financing

regional current account balances, notably those of the peripheral
regions.

3. Regional External Balances and their Financing

Such direct data, as exist on the flows of goods and services into

and out of the United Kingdom regions are qui te inadequate to
provide any basis for estimates of the net balances of interregional

trade or payments. The best that can be done is to start from the
identity between the current external balance of each region and the

excess of its domestic product over its total expenditure on (or

absorption of) goods and services.

The difference between GDP and expenditure, however, obviously depends

on the conventions adopted in measuring the latter. The chief source of
ambiguity about regional expenditure arises from the localisation in

particular regions of central government administration, military

establishments, and the production of military equipment, which are
best thought of as providing services, not for the region in question,
but for the whole country. It seems best to regard the products of
these establishments as being 'absorbed' in all regions in proportion
to their populations. rtegions where there are heavy concentrations

of them can thus be regarded as net exporters of such services to the

rest of the country ; other regions as net importers. The net export
of services under this head from South-East England is probably

about 3 per. cent of its GDP, and the corresponding figure for the
South-West Region may be as high as 8 per cent. All the other

regions (except Northern Ireland) are net importers, mostly to the

extent of 2 - 3 1/2 per cent of their GDP.

If regional expenditure is defined in this way, as including only
the regional population's pro rata share of the national output

of central government administration and defence services, regional

per capita imports of all goods and services may be estimated to be
roughly as in the first column of Table 2. The figures are from CDP

and expenditure estimates averaged for the two years 1961 and 1964
but at the prices of the latter year. They have, of course, a low

degree of reliability, since they combine the errors and omissions of
both the GDP and the expenditure estimat~3. It is, however, fairly
clear that there were, in the early 'sixties, net imports into

the South-West, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, probably
ranging from somewhat under 10 per cent of GDP in the first of these

regions to as much as 25 per cent in Northern Ireland. Except, perhaps,
for the North, the other regions showed net exports probably
ranging between 2 and 5 per cent of their respective GDP's.
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The most easily estimated sources of finance for these net transfers

are firsto public transfers (transfer payments proper and °beneficialo
current and capital expendi.ture in the regiono minus revenue raised

from it) ando secondo net receipts of property income and
occupational pensions. These are shown for the period in question

in the second and third columns of Table 20 the sum of them in Column

40 and the residual part of net importso not offset by this sumo in
Column 5.

This last columnmust consist largely of errors and omissions. To the

extent that it does not 0 however 0 it should reflect net movements
of private capitalo together with private remittances-the latter

probably finance considerable flows of imports into Northern Ireland

and Scotland. All that can usefully be said from inspection of these
residual figures is that their algebraic signs are consistent with

the evidence from industrial °moveso (partly migration of industrial

establishmentso but mostly formation or extension o~ branches in

re~óns different from those of the °pa.rentO establishments) 0 that
manufacturing industry was flowing from th.e South-Easto and also
from abroado into Waleso Scotlando Northern Irelando the North-Westo

and the North. The industrial and commercial growth wi thin the West

Midlands may Hell have been ftnanced by net inflows of capital from
other regions (mainly the South-East)o though there is known to have

been a net outflow of manufacturing °moveso from the West Midlands.
The residual figures show only a small positive correlation with. the

ratio of priva te capital formation to gross regional product 0 which
one might expect to be associated with reliance upon net private
capital imports. The general conclusion must be that only the very
broad outlines of the pattern of regional balances and their
financing can be ascertained from the data at present available 0 but
the general nature of the pa.ttern = the substantial net imports of the
more peripheral regionso financed largely by transfers through the
cha.nnels of public finance - emerges clearly enough.
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1. 2. ). 4. 5.
Net Net Net sum of Residue
imports Public property 2 & ) (1 - 4)

Reldon (goods & Sector inc. &
Services) Expend- occup.

ure œnsions

North + 10 + 2) - 2) 0 + 10

Yorks & - 26 + 10 - 20 -10 -16
Humber

North- - 10 + 2 - 24 - 22 + 12
West

East Mid. - 19 +16 - 20 - 4 ... 15

West Mid. - 21 - 19 - 2) - 42 + 21

S.E. - 16 - )2 + 2) - 9 - 7
England

South- + 41 + 20 + 29 + 49 - 8
West

Wales + 65 + 42 - 19 + 2) + 42

Scotland + 41 + )2 + 1 + )) + 8

N. Ire- + 85 + 6) + 7 + 70 + 15
land

- 26-

TABLE 2

Reldonal Balances and their Financin,g: ( tL per capita 1964 prices)
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Note on Sources of Tables 1 and 2

The estimates oj' GDP per head on w~ich Table 1 is based relate to
the years 1961 and 1964 (see V.H. Woodwardp Regional Social Accounts

in National Institute of Economic and Social Researchp Regional
Papers No.1; Cambridge 1970). The estimates of public sector

recei pts and expendi ture derive from the sarnesource p but have been
adjusted roughly to take account of the higher level of taxation

in 1968 in comparison with earlier yearsp and also the higher

payments to Development Areas through investment grants (from 1966)

and Regional Employment Fremi urn (since 1967). The figures given p

thereforep are intended to relate to the later 19600s.

The data on net export balances and their financing in Ta bIe 2

are adapted from A.J. Bro)tnp The amework of Re ional E ono ics in

the United Kingdom (Cambridge p 1972 p Table J.ll and from Woodward

..Q.lli.
cito and are intended ro relate to the early 19600s. They

differ from the figures in the sources quoted in that the latter
adopted a definition of regional expenditure treating the services of

central government adrninistrationo military establishmentsp and
producers of military equipment as being °absorbed ° in the regions

where they are located; andp correspondinglyp calculated public
expenditure in each region as including not only those items

°beneficialo to the population of the regiono but also payments to
central administratorsp members of the forcesp and producers of military

material located there.
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REGIONALREDISTRIBUTION OF PUBLIC FUNDS IN FRANCE
( The case of Britanny )

In Franceo total tax receipts and social welfare contributions
account for )8.4 % of gross domestic product. The central authori ties
(central government + social security funds) have direct control over
the use of nine tenths of these receipts and contri butionso while' the.
local authorities control only one=tenth. The central government has
thus a substantial influence on the regional distribution of income
in France.

The main feature of this distribution is the dichotomy between the
Paris region and the rest of France. If average per capita income is
assigned an index of 100 0 all t~e regions other than the Paris region
fall wi thin a l.5=point range (85-100) 0 while the Paris region has an
index of 140. The statistics on gross domestic product per capita
give a more detailed picture of the situation in the regions other
than the Paris region and bring out more clearly the difference between
the regions in the West and South-Westo which have little industryo
and the regions in North-East France and along the Rhône. Of the
lattero the regions of Nord and Lorraine which are mining areas are
experiencing the traditional problems of industrial reconversion.
For a centuryo out-migration from the West and the South-West of France
has led to the growth of the Paris regiono while the relative strength
of the North-East and South=East of France has remained stationary.

These few observations make it reasonable to ask whether the growth of
the Paris regiono which has undoubtedly acted as a magnet for the rest
of the French economy 0 was not made possible in part by a regional
redistribution of public funds in its favour (in particularp to offset
the high congestion costs facing the region) or whethero on the
contraryo the other regionsp particularly the most depressed regions
in the West of FranceD do not receive offsetting transfers from the
Paris region.

In large measureD interregional redistribution through the flow of
public funds is not deliberate and takes place through the tax system
and through current expenditure p wi th 11ttle or nothing known about
the relevant mechanisms. It is useful to compare it wi th the impact
of a transfer policy for which the formulation of objectives
inevitably has regional implicationsp i.e. with policy on central
government grants to the local authorities. Finally p we propose to
showo with the help of an exampleD how the flow of public funds
affects the conditions of equilibrium for a regional balance of
payments.

I. REGIONALREDISTRIBUTION OF PUBLIC FUNDS

We will attempt first to measure the overall regional impact of
public spending and revenue from taxes and social welfare contributions
and will then examine the policy on grants to local authorities.

l.I. Regionalization of central government and social security bud~ets

While better information is now becoming available on the income
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redistribution between individuals achieved through central government

or social security spending virtually nothing is known about the

regional redistribution of public funds : generally speaking, there
is no way of knowing whether a given region comes out better or
worse off in the redistr~bution process. What is more, the only

estimate available, pubIJ.shed by INSEE for 1962 (1), has the major

drawback of recording tax receipts and social welfare contributions
at their place of collection in the case of taxes paid by enterprises,

the registered office ;this does not make much sense economically

given the concentration of registered offices in Paris. .

1.1.1. There is no doubt that this lack of information owes something to the
way in which Treasury accounts are kept and to the centralized

structure of France, but it is also attributable to the difficulty of
defining correctly the concepts of "regionalized" revenue and

expenditu1':'e.

The concept o'f""regi"onâlrzed expenditure", i.e. the allocation to a

given region of an item of oentral government expenditure may be de-
fined in several w~s.

The concept of "regionalized expenditure", i. e. the allocation to a

given~gion of central government may be defined in several ways.

- From a balance of IRyments angle, regionalized expenditure comprises
the expendi ture actually effeoted by the central government in a

région : salaries paid to civil servants working in the region,

transfers to residents of the region, PJ.1rohases of goods and
services from firms located in the region. The advantage of
adopting this strictly financial viewpoint is that it shows central
government demand for regional goods and services as a component
of the region's aggregate demand.

Part of the expeDdi ture effected in the region may, of course, leave
the region in the form of purchases made elsewhere. The concept of
"regionalized expenditure" could, therefore, cover expendi ture
directly or indirectly effeoted through the region's budget, aocount
being taken of the secondary effects of apparent expenditure, so that
it corresponds to central government demand for factors of production
in the region. However, a table describing inter-industrial trade

between regions would have to be drawn up to determine this demand.

- In contrast, from what may be termed the "benefit" angle, oentral
government expenditure may be broken d~ by region in proportion to
the advantages which are supposed to accrue to the region's
residents (firms and households). In the case of indivisible public
goods available to the nation as a whole (such as defence),
expenditure will be broken down by region in proportion to the
number enjoying protection, a.l though apparent defenoe expenditure
may we11 be very unevenly spread over the na Uonal terri tory.
Clearly, if the advantages accruing to the, population of each region
from a given i tem of central government expenditure are to be

(1) INSEE and Direction du Plan "Essai de régionalisation des Comptes de
la Nation 1962. Etudes de Comptabilité Nationale No 9. Paris.
Imprimerie Nationale 1966.
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estimatedo the expenditure in question willo in practiceohave
to be broken down by region wi th the help of broadly arbitrary
D1Iapportionmentformulae" (for example 0 in proportion to total
populationo the size of the labour forceo or the number of civil

servants working in the region _000) 0

In the case of Franceo the choice between these various approaches

is somewhat hypothetical in that accounts only rarely give a
breakdown of direct expenditure in a given regiono For almost all

budget items 0 wi th the exception of certain transfers and capital
expenditureo it iso thereforeo necessary to use apportionment

formulae (eogo expenditure by the Ministry of Education can be

broken down according to the school population or the number

of teachers} 0

Similar difficulties arise with regard to the regionalization of

central government revenue from taxes and social welfare

contributionso despite the fact that the yield of the different

taxes is known in the departments at their place of collectiono

An initial difficulty stems from the existence of tax:payers
operating in more than one region 8 a: very large number of firms

possess establishments in several regions but :pay corporation tax
in Pariso where their registered offices are locatedo Even using
the concept of formal incidenceo regionalization of the tax :paid
by a firm requires profits to be first broken down between its

various establishmentso Now 0 there is no general method for

doing this and hence the revenue accruing from the tax has to be

alloca ted wi th the help of ~pproxima te apportionment formulae

(regional breakdown of the work force of firms operating in

several regions) 0

A second difficulty stems from the fact that account must be

taken of the economic incidence = and not the formal incidence =
of the various taxeso As 'an initial approximationo it may be

assumed that personal income tax (IRFP) is not shifted to other
taxpayers by those legally liableo This simplification cannoto

howevero be applied to corporation taxo which is by no means

borne entirely by the owners of the capital but is passed on in

:part to consumers and. employeeso Similar difficulties arise with
the payroll taxo

10120 Thes~ few remarks will have illustrated the degree of arbitrariness
involved in any attempt to regionalize central government

expenditure sinceo most of the timeo approximations have to be
appliedo In order to reduce the resulting risks of erroro
PRUDoHOMME and ROCHEFORT (1) devised a novel methodo It involved

(1) PRUDoHOMMEo ROCHEFORT and NICOL 8 D1ILaré:partition spatiale des fonds
budgétairesD1l 0 Trappes BETURE December 1973

---.
-.l..
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first breaking down the French 1970 budget into relatively

homogeneous categories of revenue (24) and expenditure (85), and then
breaking down each of these categories between the regions in various
ways, wi th the help of numerous apportionment formulae (in all, 81

formulae were used, sùch as Po pula tion, consumption by households

school population). An apportionment formula can be dispensed with
only if the item of expenditure or revenue in question can be

regionalized in a straightforward manner (grants to the local

authori ties ...) In theory, a ve~y large number of seParate breakdowns

can be obtained if several apportionment formulae are applied to one
and the same category of revenue or expenditure. In practice,

15 types of breakdown, known as "options" were devised. The results
obtained do, of course, vary from one option to another but, since
they paint roughly the same picture, some provisional conclusions

can be drawn.

Below, we have selected two of the proposed options : the first

corresponds, if anything, to the balance of payments viewpoint

(breakdown of non-regionalized current operational expenditure in

proportion to the number of civil servants and military personnel),

while the second reflects the benefit viewpoint (breakd'o1Jn in
proportion to population). The last column gives the average for
15 options.
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Option I Option IV Average for the 15
options

Paris region ~20% - 26 % - 27 %

Champagne - 5 4 2
Picardy -15 5 ~J
Haute-Normandie -Il 0 - 5
Centre 10 - 1 9
Basse~Normandie 9 J 16
Burgundy 4 7 2

Nord ~5 14 5
Lorraine 22 J4 25
Alsace ~J 1 2
Franche~Comt~ ~9 ,1 4

Pays de Loire 0 15 Il
Britany 42 22 J5
Poitou 17 10 14

Aquitaine 9 J- 7
Midi-Pyrénées 46 53 55
Limousin ~5 = 9 2

Rh8ne-Alpes = 6 - 2 - 8
Auvergne 16 17 Il
Languedoc 6 16 18
Provence 20 0 15
Corse 20 19 )2

- 35-

TABLE I

REGIONAL PATTERN OF THE BUDGET IN FRANCE (1970)

Relative discrepancy (expenditure ~ revenue from taxes and social
welfare contributions) as % of revenue from taxes and social 'welfare
contributions

The above table_revealsa number of similarities g

- the Paris region is extremely privileged in all cases

= foÛ%' regions are much worse off than the others 8 Lorraine p Bri tanny p
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DX = 4,31 (GDP) + 68,9

~R2
= 0,54
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GRAPH NO 1
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Midi and Corsic~o

- The division between privileged and underprivileged regions is
not a matter of chance g Graph No 1 above shows that the average
relative discrepancy is inversely proportional to the regional

domestic product per capi tao There would appaar 0 therefore 0 to be
a mechanism ensurin~ redistribution of financiâl flows away from

privile~ed re~ons to the poorer re~ons

1.lJo - A more detailed statistical analysis of the redistributive power
of public finance can be attempted using the methodological

framework put forward in Chapter 5 . A system of taxation (or of ex-
penditure) is n$utral vthat is to sSiY"has zero redistributive power,
if revenue from taxes and social welfare contributions (or
expendi ture) is proportional to regional incomes 3 it has a

redistributive power of 100 % if the income differentialso after

transferso are entirely eliminated. The redistributive power of

a tax (or of an item of expandi ture) can be measured on the basis
of the difference batween its elasticity with respact to regional

income and unity (corresponding to a neutral transfer) 0 this

difference being weighted by the relative share of the tax in

question in national income0 after transfers.

(a) The French tax system taken as a whole would seem to be

slightly progressive 0 when compared with the regional
distribution of incomeo Relating the per capita tax index

(base = 100 for France as a whole) to the par capita regional

income index yields an elasticity of 102.58 0 slightly higher

than the neutral elasticity of 1 8 the redistributive power

of taxes would then be of the order of 6 %

INDEX (TpS PER r;APITA) = 10258 INDEX (INCOME PER CAPITA)- 2S02 R = 007é90

Moreovero the progressiveness of the French tax system is
mainly due to the IRPP (personal income tax) 0 which has a
very high income elasticity (2.65J) and a large redistributive
impact (806 %) 0

INDEX (I~PP PER 2APITA) = 20653 INDEX (INCOMEPER CAPITA) =

16603 R = 0096

(1) Relative discrepancy = Expenditure - revenue from taxes and social
welfare contributions

revenue from taxes and social welfare
contributions

(2) The regional income applied in this equation is the gross total income
less social welfare benefits and social assistance expenditureo plus
pensionso Source gVo BRIQUEL and Mo VAILLARD g O1ILescomptes régionaux

des ménagesoo0 Les collectionsde 10INSEENo RD 18 October 19750 po 59
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The progressiveness of personal income tax at regional level is
rather unexpected since progressiveness with respect to individual
incomes is generally considered to be lowo It is due primarily. .

.

(cf 0 Graph No 2) to the huge dispari ty in per capita income between
Paris and the provinceso Moreoverp the progressiveness of the tax
is much greater than suggested by the tax scale since the incomes
of small sole ~roprietorships subject to the flat-rate scheme (small
t raders a.nd~ aböve all ~ farmers are not t axed or t axed at low
rateso The poorest regions (Ouest and Sud-Ouest) are also those where
the incomes of sole proprietorships account for the highest
proportion of regional income (J606 % in Britanny compared wi th
1201 % in the Paris region)o

(b) The data concerning the regional distribution of expenditure are
even less reliable than those concerning revenueo They suggest
that the redistrlbutivepower of expenditure is large (about 15 %)
since there is only a very weak correlation between the gross
domestic products of the regions and expenditurep the distribution
of which is roughly proportional to populationo

I~EX (EXPENDITUREPER CAPITA) = 00182 INDEX (GDP PER CAPITA) ~71.9'
R = 000250 .

The most privileged regions are the Paris region and the regions in
the South of France (Midi-Pyrénéesp Langudocp Provence)o

10140-The redistributive power of the French social security system

The social security system also operates in a way which promotes
further this financial equalization between the rich and the poor
regionsp if9that is9reference is made solely to the data published
by INSEEconcerning both social welfare contributions and benefits
in 19620 Whereasp at ,nationallevelp contributions match benefitsp
the relative discrepancy between benefits and contributions narrows
as regional per capita income increases (Graph No ))0 Only in the
Paris region and the region of Rhône-Alpes do contributions exceed
benefitso This is all the more interesting since social welfare
benefi ts are higher in the rich regions than in the poor ( a
maximum index of 1018 in Parls and. a minimum index of 0078 in
Brittany and Basse Normandieo

In any caseD comparison. of the respective redistributive power
of contributions and benefits in 1962 shows that the former is
greater than the lattero The linear regressions of per capita
contrib tions and benefits with respect to regional per capi~ income
(be~ore social transfers) are as follows: (the data being
expressed as indices g base 100 fDx France)
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GRAPH NO 3
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CONTRIBUTIONS = 10672 (INCOm:)(l) ~ 6705
BENEFITS ... 00,548 (INCOME)(l) 4505

NET BALANCE =10122 (INCOME)(l) +11207

R2 ... 00887

R2 ... 00.525

R2 ... 00872

Given that social welfare benefits accounted for 1)05 % of

househo1dso gross total income (2) in 19620 we obtain following
figures ~

Deviation of income elasticity
from UNITY

Redistributive

power

Contributions

Benefits

+ 00672

- 004.52

9012 %

6012 %

The redistributive :power of social welfare contributions is larger
because of the structural deficit in the social security scheme
for agriculture which results in an automatic transfer away from
regions where wage and salary earners form a high :propbrtion of the
labour force to the farming regions in the West and South-West of
Franceo This flow merely serVes to offset at .regioi1a.llevel the
re:percussions of the flightfrom the land on the age structure and
on the size of the labour force in the farming regions in the West
and South-West of Franceo

The figures available for 1970 enable these results to be updated
only for social welfare benefits I their redistributive power has
been calculated disregarding :pensions (Gra:ph No 4)0

(BENEFITS - PENSIONS) ... 00621 (INCOME)(3). + )609 R2... 00406(3)

Redistributive impact g 404 %

The redistributive power of social welfare benefits does not a:p:pear
very significant at regional level since there is a positive
correlation between sickness benefits and industrial injury benefitso
on the one hand 0 and regional income on the other 0

(1) Regional income is taken to be equal to to:tal gross income adjusted for
social transfers ~
Total gross income~,socia.l welfare benefits + social welfare contributions

(2) Total gross income is the sum of the resources appearing in the
99appropriationaccountll1lof households in the French national accountso

(3) The income taken into account is total gross income less social welfare
benefits and assistance expenditureo It has not been possible to adjust
this figure for contributionso
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GRAPH NO 4
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Allocation of the VRTS

The grant is allocated among the local authorities "département"
arid "communes") according tOt1-lO distribution formulaeo

The first is the product9 collected by each authority in 1976 of
a localised tax : local turnover tax (imposed on retail sales and
the extension of VAT to the retail fieldo

The record is a broad. indicator of local tax burden borne by
households: (the product of "local taxes paid by households) 9

and o~mers and occupiers of residential property (indicator based
on the rental value of the property) 0

The relative weights of these two apportionment formulae (1)
change each year over a twenty-year periodo The "guarantee"
grants9 which are indexed to the yield of the local tax in 1967
and which accounted for 100 % of the total funds available fora
allocation in 19689 decrease by 5 % each year while the distri-
bution grants9 allocated in proportion to the yield of "house-
hold taxes"9 rise by 5 % each yearo (Thus9 the guarantee grant
made up 70 % of the VRTS (2) in 1974 and 65 % in 19759 and will
have been entirely phased out by 1988) 0

(1) We have left out out of this simplified account a third component for
allocation: the local ~tion fund9 accounting for less than 5 %

of the total amount of the VRTSo

(2) The guarantee grants in 1975 were equal to 16704 % of the revenue
~lhich accrued to the "communes" from the local tax in 1967 and 5503 %

of the revenue 1-lhich accrued to them from household taxes the. previous
yearo
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1.2. The redistributive power of central government grants to the local
authorities

The system of central government grants to the local authorities is
relatively extensive since it accounts for almost 11 % of central go-
vernment expenditure (1; and for 45% for the locaL authorit ies' actual
revenue (excluding borrowing). It is, however, extremely
heterogeneous since it comprises around 200 types of grant and affects
almost 50 000 local authorities and local authority associations.

As a result, the aggregated regional statistics mask the very
uneven impact of the system at the level of the "communes" and
"déPartements," which are the direct beneficiaries of central
government grants.

'!bree types of grant, each managed in an entirely independent manner
and along different 1ines~ will be analysed :

- The ~ (sum representing the local portion of the paYroll tax (2)
is an unconditional grant automatically redistributing to the local
authorities a proportion of centralgovernment revenue (redistributive
tax-sharing) .
- Infrastructure K.rants are specific grants allocated to individual
projects. They enable the central government to control local
authori ty investment in line wi th short-term economic or planning
requirements.

- Central ~overnment participation in social assistance expenditure
consti tutes the main operating grant. It is a conditional and open-
ended grant by means of which the central government automatically
finances a given percentage of the social assistance expenditure
incurred by the déPartements (matching grants).

(1) Unlike the way it is treated in the national accounts and budget in
France, we regard the VRTSas a grant financed out of central government
revenue and redistributed to the local authorities.

(2) A specifically local payroll tax was levied for a brief period in 1968.
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1969 1970 1971 1972 197J 1974

Total grants as %of 15 072 17 0)0 18 912 21 412 24 )80 29 !P6
central government (9p68) (9p92) (10 p07) (10p29) (lOpJO) (10p77
expenditure

Operating grants (1) 4664 5 187 5660 6 191 7 106 8 41)

Infrastructure grants 2 558 2 4)) 2 4J7 2 .7!P 2971 J 702
VRTS 7850 9 410 10 915 12 465 14 JOJ 17 450

OPERATING TOTAL JOp9 % JOA % 29pJ % 28 p9 % 29 p1 % 28 p5 %

INFRASTRUCTURE/TOTAL 17pO % 14p) % 12p9 % 12p9 % 12pl % 12p5 %

VRTS/TOTAL 52pl % 55pJ % 57p7 % 58 p2 % 58p7% 59p2 %

- 45-

Table II

CENTRAL GOVERNMENTGRANTS TO THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES

(1) Including contribution to social assistance expenditure incurred by

the "département s" 0

The basic feature of all these grants is that they have a small
redistributive impact and ease the burden of congestion costs
generated by urban growth on the local authorities in'the most
urbanized areas.

L21 - VRTS

The VRTS is an annual global grantp indexed to increases in the wage
and salary bilL Being indexed p the VRTSrises more rapidly than
the other items of central government expenditure (5 % in 1969 ;
6.7 %' in 1976) and the GNP (1.08 % of the latter in 1969 ; 1.J2% in
1974).
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For instance, a "commune" to which T francs accrued from the local
tax in 1967 and which collected M francs from household taxes in
1974 received a grant of G in 1975

G = 1.674 T + 0.553 ~
The impact of the VRTS on rep;i.onal income dispari ties

The allocation system adopted is bound to result in a very slight
narrowing of regional income disParities.

- This is obvious in the case of the first apportionment formula
(local tax in 1967) : changes in the tax were roughly proportional
to regional consumption (including consumption by tourists) and
slightly less than proportional to disposable regional income.
Moreover, this system favours the major urban areas and in particular
Paris because of the commercial attraction they hold for the areas
they dominate. The regression equation relating the guarantee grants
from the VRTS in 1975 to households' total gross income (expressed
as per capita index wi th a base of 100 for France as a whole) gives
an income elasticity for these grants that is very close to unity :

(GUARANTEED VRTS 75) = 0.94 INCOME+ 5.75 RZ = 0.85 (cf Graph No 5)

- The second apportionment formula (which assumes increasing
importance) has a less significant impact. Around one-half of local
taxation in France is accounted for by a tax levied on the productive
capacity of firms, the new-style business tax (1) ("taxe
professionnelle"), assessed on the wage and salary bill and the
value of the capital equipment of each undertaking , while the other
half is accounted for by taxes assessed on the rental value of
residential buildings, which, as a general rule, are payable by
households. The way the local tax burden is split between these two
taxes varies greatly from one "comune" to another, with those located in
industrial areas and enjoying substantial revenue from the business
tax levying relatively modest taxes on households, and vice-versa.
The VRTS grants indexed to household taxes thus have an intercommunal
equalization function that works to the benefit of non-industrial

(1) This replaced the old business tax ("contribution des patentes") in
1976.
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.GRAPH NO 5
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"communes" , however, this equalization effect is virtually nullified
at regional level. Firstly, no account is taken of the tax ratio in
the apportionment formula , the yield of household taxes. is the. only
factor considered, wi th the resul t that , given identical tax ratios,
a rich "commune" -which has a large tax basis - will receive a higher
VRTSgrant than a poor "commune". Secondly, the least industrialized
regions - where a higher proportion of the tax burden is borne by
households - are also the least urbanized, and this reduces the
weight of expenditure and local taxes and, consequently, leads to
lower VRTSgrants.

Local taxes on households and hence the VRTSgrants proportional
to these taxes have been found to increase at about the sarne rate
as total gross regional income :

(VRTS HOUSEHOLDS75) == 0.96 (INCOME) + ;.00 2R = 0.4)

The correlation between these two variables (ext>ressed as a per capita
index, with a base of 100 for France as a whole) is weakened by the
existence of regional taxation patterns (heavy tax burden in
Languedoc and Provence, light tax burden in the NOrth-East of France).

In all, the redistributive impact of the VRTSin 1970 was practically
zero :

(VRTS 70) = 0.9; (INCOME)+ 6.04 2R = 0.82

Redistributive impact I 0.1 %

1.22. Specific infrastructure nants of ,the local author! ties

The system of infrast1:Ucture grants has three main features.

- It is a system of specific grants "ihich are made to help finanee
given infrastructure projects and are negotiated one by one. The
average rate of the P:I'ant variesaccordingto the type of infrastruc-
ture project involved and, with the exception of school infrastruc-
ture, which is eligible for grants of between 40 % and 50 % on average,
is small (10-20 %). The rates are fixed by reference either to a
specific scale (primary and secondary education) or to rate brackets
determined at national level. Finally, since these grants are "closed-
end" grants and since grant applications exceed available finance,
projects are selected for grant allocation on the basis of waiting
lists (as part of the planning process).

- This system enables the central government to control local authori-
ty investment in line with short-term economic and planning require-
ments through the link between grants and borrowing as a "commune" may
only receive a low interest loan from a public body managing savings
bank funds if it has obtained a grant before-hand. In this wBJ", the
infrastructure grant has a multiplier effect on the level of local
authority spending (an increase of 2()in the
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volume of grants can genera te an increase of 100 in local public
investmentp the difference being met by a change in~communaro
indebtedness.)

= Lastly p all grant finance = like °
direct central government

investment - is oOre.donalizedoo p that is to say allocated between
the regions in the light of the central governmentOs regional
policy objectives before being subdivided between the local
authorities by the central governmentOs regional representatives
(the ~préfetsoo) andp in the case of certain infrastructure projectsp
by the regional political authorities responsible for selecting
projects from the waiting lists.

The implicit objectives of the regional allocation of central
government infrastructure finance were analysed by R. PRUDoHOF'iME
for the period 1966-70. He showed that regionalized infrastructure
expendi ture was determined mainly by the size of a region °s
popula.tion ando as a secondary considerationp by the populationos
rate of growth. More explicit allocation criteria (which were noto
howeverp always observed) were drawn up during preparation of the
Sixth Plan g 80 % of the finance available was to be allocated
between the regions in an oOe~li tarian" manner in the light of their
public infrastructure requirementsp which were determined on the
basis of the popula.tion in each region 0 i ts ra te of growth and its
ra te of urbanization. The remaining funds p i. e. 20 % 0 were to be
allocated according to policy goals and on the basis of the..
following criteria g existence of a OOmétropoleoo (corresponding to
a very large town)o the fact of being one of the least developed
regions in the West of France p n111nberof workers for redeployment
and number of new jobs planned.

If the infrastructure grants were actually allocated in proportion
to populationp their income elasticity would have to be zero. -
The fact that the equation g

INDEX (INFRASTRUC~RE GRANT PER CAPITA) = 0.68 INDEX (INCOME PER
CAPITA) + Jl.7 R = 0.06

yields no significant value does not invalidate this hypothesis.

Nonethelessp analysis of the regionalized infrastructure budgets
for both infrastrucutre grants and direct central government capital
expenditure gives an income elasticity well above zero g

INDEX (INVE~TMENT PER CAPITA) = 0.429 INDEX (PRODUCTPER CAPITA)
+ 47.5 R = 0.J07 (year 1973)

In additionp regionalization of the capital expenditure budget does
not take into account ~major projectsOO (1) whichp in many casesp are
carried out in the Paris region. It iso thereforeo highly likely that
the concentration of investment in the Paris region (in particular

(1) Cf. the da ta given in the Annex.

:I:
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in the field of road construction and public transport) results in
a regional allocation of central government infrastructure expenditure
and grants that has zero redistributive impact.

1.2). Central ~overnment contribution to social assistance ex~enditure

The social security system is supplemented by a social assistance
system partly financed by the local authorities (child welfare,
welfare services for the aged ; medical assistance ; assistance
for the blind and the disabled). The central government makes an
automatic contribution to this expendi ture in the form of an
open-ended grant that is proportional to the volume of expenditure.
The rate of the grant is determined by a scale which varies
according to the type of expenditure (on average, 81 % for child
welfare expenditure, 69 % for assistance given to the mentally
handicapped, and 4) % for expenditure on medical assistance and
welfare services for the aged and the disabled). The rate is also
differentiated according to the region, ranging between two very
wide extremes (26 % for Paris, 89 % for Corsica) according to a
formula drawn up in 1955 and not updated since. This formula took
account mainly of the taxable capacity of each "département" and,
asa secondary factor, its population structure (percentage of old
people, of young people), but, not having been revised, it has
become unfair and out-dated.

This grant is, nevertheless, the only one to have a fairly
appreciable redistributive power since there is a negative correlation
between it and regional income (before social transfers) :

INDEX (SOCIAL ASSIST~CE PER CAPITA) = -0.4.5 INDEX (INCOME PER
CAPITA) + 142.8 R = 0.09

1.24. The overall redistributive ~wer of p:rants to the local authorities

The redistributive power of these grants is necessarily small since
they make up only 2.7 % of household income (after transfers). In
addi tion, their regional income elasticity is high since the VRTS
accounts for a fairly large proportion of the total volume of grants:

Ip>EX (GRANTS PER CAPITA) = 0.66 INDEX (INCOME PER CAPITA) + )).7
R = 0.)9

Income elasticity 0.66

Redistributive power: 0.9 %

This figure ~s proof that, although the financial system in France
is on the whole prop:ressivein a regional context, this can in no
way be traced to a policy of deliberate transfers to the most
depressed regions. But at any rate the surplus of expenditure over
revenue from taxes and social welfare contributions payable in these
regions automatically restores their trade balances to equilibrium.
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II. FWW OF PUBLIC FUNDS AND REGIONAL BAlANCE OF PAYMENTS EQUILIBRIUM

It is impossible to evaluate directly the role of public finance in
achieving equilibrium in the regional balances of p:l.yments, since
there are not even rough statistical data on the movements of goods
and the financial flows between French regions.
In the circumstances, only a case study for Brittany, can be
referred to.

This re~ons accounts for nearly 5 % of the population of France
and has :

(i) the lowest regional per c~pi ta disposable income (17 % below
the national average)

(ii) the lowest per capita gross domestic product (GDP) (30 % below
the national average)

the lowest GDP per job (30.5 % below average). The proportion
of Brittany's GDP produced by the agricultural sector is the
highest in France (16.3 % as against an average of 6.3 %) ,
that produced by the industrial sector (excluding building
and construction) is the lowest (20.6 % as against J6 %).

Regional economic accounts for 1972 have been drawn up for Brittany(l)
consisting in a table of transactions in goods and services
(accompanied by a simplified input-output table for nine sectors)
on which the balance of payments hinges. These data make it possible
not only to measure the degree of economic integration of the region
but also to define the ways in which the deficit on its balance of
goods and services is covered.

(iii)

2.1. De~ee of economic inte~ation of Brittany

The region is relatively dependent on the outside world since
imports represent :Y+ % of regional GDP (calculated as regional
value added) and its exports only 39 %. Brittany as a region is
therefore three times more open to the outside world than France as
a whole; but its rate of economic integration (exports + imports
as a percentage of GDP) (93 %) - comparable to Belg4.um's rate (92%)
or that of the Netherlands (105 %) - seems fairly low at regional
leve 1.

Bri ttany' s economy is vulnerable to a reduction in exports both
because of the direct and indirect effects of changes in final demand
and because of the effects induced by such changes.

(1) "Le tableau économique de la Bretagne". Bulletin de Conjoncture
Régionale. CREFE Rennes Nos 1 and 2 - 1976.
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Change in final Final Gross Value added : Imuc:rts T'otal
demand demand. pro= productive Direct Inter= mports

duction branches and mediate
distributive
trades

.~

Consumption of 100 5'1 62 26 12 J8
households (2)

Infrastructure
investment= 100 126 64 0 J6 J6
general govern=
ment (3)

Exports: industrial
products 100 lJJ 60 0 40 40

Exports: processed
agricultural 100 202 78 0 2J 22
products

- 53-

(a) The direct and indirect sffects of changes in fi_l demand

\is have classified imports into two categoriespdepending on whether they
ars used directly to meet final demand or whether they are intermediate
products used as inputs in regional productiono This throws light on
the sensi tivi ty of regional domestic production to changes in
external demand (exports 0 public infrastructure expenditure etc 0) 0

&:lors than half of imports (52 %) are directly induced by changes
in :final demand: of an increase of 100 in internal final demand for
industrial products (excluding trading margins) 0 78 % is met from an
increass in imports and 22 % from a change in regional productiono
The relevant figure is lower for the other sectors g 24 % only of
food and agricultural products consumed by households is directly
importedo

The rest of imports (48 %) are intermediate goods used as inputs in
regional productiono By inverting the matrix of technical
coefficients deduced from the regional input=output table (1) 0 ws
have baen able to calcula te the following results (which should ba
interpreted with cautionp since the breakdown into sectors is not
very fine) 0

THE FINAL COLUMN SHOWS THE IMPORTS CONTAINEDIN 100 UNITS OF FINAL DEMAND

(1) Assuming stable consumption structure

(2) Building and public works

Footnot e ( 1) - see next page 0
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(1) The following model was used I

Let X be the 9-component vector of regio~l production

z " of regional intermediate consumption

E " of exports

ti

of imports for intermediate

consumption

of imports meeting final demand

of final demand (excluding exports)

Ml

M2

D

"

"

Assume Z = AX, where A is the matrix of intermediate consumption

coefficients

Ml= HX, where H is the matrix of the coefficients of
"in termedia te

tiimports

M2= JD, where J is the diagonal matrix of the coefficients of

"direct" imports

Since X + Ml + M2 = Z + E + D

X = (I - A + H)-l (I - J) D + (I - A + H) -1
E

Ml+ H (I- A + H)-l(I - J) D + (I - A + H)-l E

M = JD2
In practice the model is more complicated since commercial services

are not counted as a product in Franch input-output tables, even

though there exists a sector t'distributive trades" which consumes inputs.
The input-output table is therefore not a square matrix.

The leakage due to imports is much lower than the one which has
been estimated for British regions ; this is partly explained by
the importance of agriculture and of the food industry in Brtttany' B
economy. Both sectors have a low propensity to import intermediate
goods (5 % of gross production) while 76 % of the food products
bought by households in Brittany are produced in the region.

(b) The induced effects of a cha.np:e in final demand.

The effect ind.uced by the operation of the classical Keynesian
multiplier depends mainly on the size of the leakages due largely
to tax payments and social welfare contributions. No precise

assessment of these leakages has yet been made for the various
sectors.

In the non-agricultural sectors, the order of magnitude of the
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leakages iso on averageo as follows at the margin g

VAT

Corporation tax plus personal income tax (IRPP)

Social welfare contributions (37 % of wages)

15 % of value added

8 % of value added

14 % of value added

A - Total leakage through public sector

B - Exported income from property (interest)

Depreciation

Total leakages A + B.

37 %

15 %

52 %

Thus 0 a reduction of 100 in regional value added (excluding
agriculture) would lead to a reduction of 48 in regional disposable
income and of 43.5 in regional consumptiono for a marginal
propensity to consume of 0.905.

(c) Combined effects

let us take as an example a reduction of public investments by the
central government in the region 0 which would mainly affect the
building and public works industry. The combination of direct and
indirect effects would lead to the following sequence

Ini tia.l change in investment

Reduction in direct and indirect imports. of the
public works branch

Change in regional value added

Reduction in leakages due to taxes and social
welfare contributions and to exported income

Change in disposable income

Change in consumption

Induced change in regional value added

- 100

+ 36

- 64

+ 33<3

- JO.7
- 27.8
... 17.2

The Keynesian multiplier applicable to the "disposable incomelO
variable is about 1037 given a. marginal propensity to import goods
consumed by households of 0.)8 and a marginal propensity to save
disposable income of 0.095.

All in allo a reduction in public investment of 100 would reduce
regional disposable income by 42 and regional value added by 87.
These figures show how sensitive BrittanyOs economy is to fluctuations
in external demand- much more sensitive than Professor Brown suggested
in Chapter 1 . Brl ttanyO s high degree of specialization in
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agricultural production, and the relative weakness of its propensity

to import food products, go along way to explain this conclusion.

Moreover, the leakages are smaller in the agricultural sector than

in the othersectors because tax payments and social welfare
contributions are lower. A rise in Community intervention prices, which

in the short-term is equivalent, for a given level of production, to
an increase in regional exports, is likely to generate a sharper
increase in Brittany's income, than any other public intervention.
However, since Brittany's agriculture specializes mainly in livestock
products, thé region is obliged to import large quantities of grain

to supply its feedingstuffs industry.
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Value in FF As a % of BrittanyOs

million (excluding total agricultural

VAT) output as a %
of French
agricul tur,al
output

1. Crop products 963.9 11.9 % ~.4%

of which Cereals 171.9 2.1 1.2
Potatoes 2JO.2 2.9 16.5

other vegetables J95.0 4.8 6.8

z. Livestock products 7 110.2 88. 1 % 15.5 %

of which Beef 972.4 12 9.4
Veal 568.2 7 12.4
Pigs 1 961.J 24.J JO.l
Milk 2 J17.8 28.7 15.4
Poultry 674.1 8.4 20.1
Eggs 453~0 5.7 19.5

TOTAL 8 074.1 00 % 9.6 %

-57-

Output of final products by BrittanyOs agriculture in 1972

The regionOs cereal deficit for feedingstuffso on the other handpwas
about FF 570 million (1). Any change in relative European prices

(for examplep a rise in the price of cereals in relation to the price

of milk) mayo because of the lower level of leakages from the

agricultural sectaro result in large fluctuations in regional income.

2.2. Regional balance of payments equilibrium

2.21 - The problems involved in achieving regional balance of payments
equilibrium differ in two main respects from those arising at national
level. Firsto the overall position is automatically balanced owing

to the existence of a single national currency and of a unified
banking network over the whole national territory. Secondlyo public

sector transfers between regions may considerably modify the conditions

for achieving external equilibrium of a regional economy~ since they
are much greater, in relative term~ than transfers at European or
international level.

(1) 40 000 tonnes of wheato 60 000 tonnes of maize and 15 000 tonnes of

various other cereals.
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The mechanisms of capital movements between regions ensure that each
region autorr~tically has the necessary resources to balance its

accounts.

A region with a transitory deficit on its balance of goods and
services has no need to concern itself directly with the level of

its reserves of external means of payment, since all payments are

made in the national currency. Moreover," the existence of a unified
banking network means that the regional banks are simply branches

of national banks; liquidity requirements in a region with a deficit
are therefore necessarily matched by surplus liquidity in the other

regions. No visible monetary phenomena, therefore, accompany

disequilibrium of the regional balance of payments. But exchange

rate fluctuations and/or variations in currency reserves can provide
useful "warning signals" for nations, and regions have no such

indicators; the risk of suffering,a cumulative process of
disequilibrium is therefore much greater for regions with a balance

of payment deficit than for nations.

A persistent trade deficit which is not balanced by a corresponding
public transfer surplus cannot be covered indefinitely by increasing

regional debts towards the rest of the nation. For example, when the
deficit is due to a wage level which is too high in relation to the

regional productivity of labour, there is no exchange mechanism to
help reduce the region's real wages in relation to those of the

rest of the country, restoring the competitiveness of the regional
economy. The low level of regional activity will thus be an
obstacle to the emigration of local labour.

This development may be curbed by compensatory capital movements,
if they represent investments apt to increase regional productivity
however, experience in Brittany shows that they may also lead to

part of the real property of the region's inhabitants being put to
other use than that intended. (1)

(1) Many coastal farmers continue in business only by selling some of

their land for the construction of holiday villas.
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I. GOODS AND SERVICES Credit Debit Balance
- (+) (-)

1 - 1 Goods g exports and imports (1) 12.25 16.4 - 4.15

1 - 2 Services :
insurance and sundry items 0065 1.75 - lol
tourism 201 00) + 1.8
interest and dividends net_ 0.4 + 0.4
public services (postal servicep
broadcastingp railways) 0.6 1.0 - 004
Operating surplus of inter-
rerional firms 0.5 - 005

TOTAL GOODS AND SERVICES - ).95

II. PUBLICSECTOR

2 - 1 Central ~overnment .
.

taxes 4.76 - 4076

~Ofwhich personal income tax) (0098)
of which VAT) (1.95)

current operational expenditure 5.7 + 5.7
capi tal expendi ture 0.4 + 004
balance - central government +1..'34

2 - 2 Social Security
General scheme 2.56 2077 + 0021
Agricultural scheme 1.4) 00)) + 1.10
Other schemes 1.66 1. 55 + 0011
Balance - Social Security + 1.42

TOTALPUBLIC SECTOR + 2.76

- 59-

BRITTANYOS BALANCE OF PAYMENTS (1972)

(1) Including French naval dockyards exports (1.0).
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III. CAPITAL MOVEMENTS (net) cre.~i t De~~t Balance
(+ (-

J - 1 Lon~ term capital:
Direct investments 0.2 + 0.2

~long-term loans 1.9 + 1.9
Other net loans
(specialized intermediaries) 0.44- + 0.44-

~loans (public financial 0.89 + 0.89
intermediaries)
Long-term investments 0.1 0.2 - 0.1
Sale of land and buildings to
non residents 0.5 + 0.5
Total: long-term capital + J.8J

J - 2 Short and medium term capital
~medium term loans 0.7 0.7

Net short-term loans 0.74 0.74
Liquid and short-term deposits 2.77 - 2.77
Total short-and medium-term - 1.JJ
capital

J - J Money supply .
.

Notes O.J + O.J
Current accounts 1.11 - 1. 33
Total money supply - 1.06

TOTAL CAPITAL f10VEMENTS + 1,44-

ADJUSTMENT 0.25

- 60-
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2.22 - BrittanyOs balance of payments in 1972

(a) It is not easy to draw up the balance of payments for a region ; the

difficulties are both statistical and theoretical. In most casesp
we have solved the statistical difficulties by using approximate

estimates (basedp for examplep on road and rail transport statisticsp

or bankso over-the-counter business)p except for public sector

transactionsp where the information is fairly precisep although

difficult to obtain. The theoretical difficulties mainly lie

in defining the regional economic unitsp since there are
supra-regional units which operate over the entire national

territory. These are mainly:

- national enterprises (Electricité de Franeeo Gaz de Franceo
Société Nationale des Chemins de Fer)! .

- multi-regional enterprises with establishments in several
regions ;

- central government and Social Security institutions

- banks and financial intermediaries (as a whole)

Since products and monetary flows move freely over the whole of

the national territoryp the region is more or less meaningless
as a frame of reference to describe the transactions of supra-

regional units. The device of allocating between the various

regions the profits and bank loans received or the taxes paid by
a multi regional enterprise is of little use for the analysis of

behaviour. While supra-territorial enterprises are still relatively

rare at the internationallevelp they are becoming'more and more

common at regional level: in 19700 private multi-regional

enterprises accounted for 39 % of wage payments p 47 % of turnover

and 61 % af investmentin BrittanyOs industry.

To take account of the centralizing mechanisms resulting from the
existence of multi-regional units it has been decided to attribute

only those transactions directly connected with production to the

regional establishments of mul ti-regional firms. Other txansactions
(including financial transactions) are attributed to a "fieti tious

region" which comprises all the multi-regional units. In accounting

termso the gross operating surpluso minus wages and social chargesp
is entered as a debit in the regional balance of payments and

transferred to the fictitious region. Thus financial transactions and

distribution of income by multi-regional firms (1) are not broken
down by regions. Fixed investment by these firms in Brittany is
offset only by a compensatory flow (direct investment).

(1) including corporation tax
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(b) The deficit on the œlance of ~ods is large, since it represents
15 % of the regions gross domestic product and corresponds toan
export cover of imports of 75 %. If the balance on invisibles is
included, particularly tourism and the operating surplus of
multi-regional enterprises (before payment of corporation tax)
the deficit falls to FF J 950 million. Brittany's deficit is
Gherefore heavy mainly because of imports of energy, and in spi te
of the large surplus on ~cul tural products and food (export
cover of imports: 170 %).

(c) Public sector transfers alone apparently cover 70 % of the deficit.
(The algebraic sign of this transfer is consistent with
R. Prud'homme's research results, analysed above). However, the
importance of public finance as a œlancing factor is attenuated
by the reduction in taxes paid (since corporation tax paid by
multi-regional enterprises is not taken into account) and by
inclusion in the general government sector of the French naval
dockyards (which increases central government expenditure and
reduces the region's exports).

With these reservations , it would seem that the role of public
funds in restoring equilibrium tothe balance of payments is linked
to the region's agrlcul tural speziali sa.tion. On the one hand, the
surplus on central government transactions is due less to the level
of expenditure (in spi te of mili tary expenditure) than to the low
yield of taxation (low effective tax on agricultural incomes, and
reduced rate of VAT on products of agricultural origin).

On the other, the excess of social welfare benefits over contributions
(financed by equalization at national level, and, for the agricultural
scheme, partially financed from taxation) is mainly due to the
deficit of the agricultural scheme. For that matter this transfer
should be seen as the reflection of a mechanism for equalizing
receipts between generations, compensating for the effects of
emigra tion by many farmers' sons, rather than the result of a
deliberate policy of assistance to underprivileged regions (for
example, social welfare benefits per head of population in Brittany
are 21 % lower than the national average, while in the Paris region
they are 17 % higher).

(d) The surplus on capital account adds to the correcting effect of the
flow of public funds. It has not been calculated as a residual, but
directly on the basis of regionalized Banque de France statistics (1)
adjusted in a munber of ways. These statistics have the major
disadvantage that they do not classify loans by type of borrower
(households, enterprises, ete.) It would seem that a large
proportion of long-term loans injected into Brittany's economy in
1972 were building loans. (From this point of view, 1972 is not a
very good reference year, because of the building boom encouraged

(1) The Banque de France publishes each year a double regionalized study on
banks' over-the-counter business'and on residents' transactions.
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\ . both by the banks °credi t policy and by various tax measures).
Over a three year period 0 it seems that capital was being
redistr~buted (1) from the Southem regions (La.nguedoco Provence)
and Aquitaine towards some industrial regions in the East
(Lorraine 0 Champagne) 0 in the Haute=Normandie and in the North 0
while capital transactions were in equilibrium along a band
stretching obliquely from Brittany to the Alps. This description
should be treated with cautiono since the Banque de France
statistics do not permit correct treatment of the Paris region.
The Paris region is far and away the biggest capital exporting
regiono but this concluaion ia meaningl

.

esso s
.

ince lendi~ is
concentra ted there (46.5 % of the na tio.nal tótal of 1972) as is
the collection of deposita (40 % of the total).

It would seem that income from propertYvon which I there is relatively
little statistical materia~ doea not sign.ificantly modify BrittanyOs
balance of payments. No doubt there is a neto though smallo inflow
of interest and dividends into Brittany because of the regionos
long-term investments. But the transfer of the oPerating surplus
of multi=regional enterprises does not necessarily offset this
inflow since it must be adjusted for the amount of corporation tax.

The relative importance of the i tem "sale of land and buildings to
non-residents" should be noted: more than a third of capital
movements result from the sale of coastal land to summer residentso
and also from building investment in rapidly growing towns.

000

Do capital movementa and the redistribution of public funds
make a long=term contribution to equilibrium? The answer would
be yes only if capital flows were likely to impr()ve the competitive
position of BrittanyOs economy and to increase its productivity.

"Although soine public expendit.ure helps at.tain this objective (roadso
telephone networksJo it would seem that a large part of private
debt reflects the expansion of buildingo and that the surplus in the
balance of public flows is due to a pol icy of support ing theagricul tural
sector than to a policy of improving the regionos productive capacity.
Channelling public aid into the defici t regions ts 0 in the final
analysiso more important than its actual amount. .

(1) Comparative analysis of changes in assets and change's in liabilities
resulting from residentsO transactions.
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Millions of 1970 FF Pattern of grants
1 2 4 5

Total Vrts Social assistance Current Infrastructure
grants operational grants

and other

Paris region 41:32 2:310 1822 5:38 665 619

Champagne 77 49 57
Picardy 114 5:3 50
Haute-Normandie 96 64 76
Centre 1:32 86 85
Basse Normandie 86 46 44-
Bur d 64 64
Nord 2 10 12
Lorraine 101 100 92
Alsace 402 65 :J3 44-

Franche-Comté 288 4
Pays de ire 754 161 86 103
Brittany 795 167 III 125
Poitou 4 6 6
Aquitaine 7 1 191 89 9
Midi-Pyrénées 675 154 87 90
Limousin 24 4
Rhône-Alpes 142:3 227 165 250
Auver e 80 46
Languedoc 1:35 92 1
Provence-Corsica 2 6 Il 204

Total FRANCE :3199 22)0 24:37

TABIE I

CENTRAL GOVERNMENTGRANTS AND PAYMENTS TO WCAL GOVERNMENT(1970)

I
0-~,
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(1) (2) ()) (4) (5) (6) (1) (2) ()) (4) (5)
Total Vrts Grants Curren Operat. Infrastr. Total Vrts Grants Soc. Infra

p;rants grants assist. stro
Soc , ~grants grants

Paris redon 412 242 190 S6 69 6') .110 116 122 89 11')
Champagne )07 167 140 59 )7 44 92 94 90 94 92
Pi cardy 280 146 1)4 70 )) )1 84 82 87 III 64
Haute Normandie )2) 170 15) 6) 42 49 97 95 99 100 102
Centre )15 167 148 64 42 41 94 94 95 101 )5
Basse-Normandie )02 165 1)7 67 J6 )4 91 92 88 106 71
Bur£Undv 110 171 14') 61 42 42 91 96 94 97 87
Nord 292 161 1)1 71 )2 )2 88 90 84 11) 67
Lorraine 274 167 127 44 4) 40 82 82 82 70 8)
Alsace 278 162 115 45 40 )1 8) 91 74 71 64
Franche-Comté 281 146 1'16 rjJ, 17 46 8') 82 88 86 96
Pays de Loire 287 154 I)) 61 )2 )9 86 86 86 97 81
Brittany )18 156 162 67 45 50 95 87 104 106 104
Poitou 102 161 141 64 40 11 91 90 91 101 69
Aquitaine )06 166 140 77 J6 28 92 9) 90 122 58
Midi=Pyrénées )07 156 150 70 )9 41 92 87 97 III 85
Limousin 170 lS1 216 79 59 79 III 86 119 12'5 164
Rhône-Alpes )12 171 141 50 ~55 94 96 92 79 llLj.

AuverB:Yle 296 161 116 61 40 89 90 88 97 8'3
Languedoc )70 162 207 77 5) 77 III 91 1)4 122 160
Provence = Corsica 162 190 172 82 11 ')7 109 106 111 11U 119

Total FRANCE )J) 178 155 6) 44 48 100 100 100 100 100

(on)

TABLE II

CENTRAL GOVERm1ENT GRANTS AND PAYMENTS TO LOCAL GOVERNI>1ENT (1970)

FF per head of population Index numbars D France = 100

CI'<:I>
I
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Overall total Total grants Total grants to local Gov.

Total FF FF/head Index Nos Total FF FF/head Index Nos Total FF/head Index
million of pop. France = million of pop France = of pop Nos.

100 100

Paris region .5417 .544 131 1904 191 116 1112 112 118
Champagne ~3 432 104 205 152 92 113 ~88
Picardy 512 309 75 219 132 80 134 81 85
Haute-Normandie 631 397 96 201 127 77 133 84- 88
Centre 695 329 79 312 148 90 177 84 88
Basse-Normandie 571 4)8 106 253 194- 117 123 94- 99
Bure:undv SSS 1S7 86 222 141 87 148 95 100

Nord 1196 304 73 485 123 74 347 88 93
Lorraine 882 373 90 301 127 77 226 96 101
Alsace 557 374 90 278 Iß7 113 145 97 102
Franche-Comté 112 116 76 147 140 815 92 87 92
Pays de Loire 1029 ~3 92 ~? 203 123 223 83 87
Brittany 868 343 83 J88 153 93 184 73 76
Poitou 4152 100 72 224 149 90 1'32 88 92
Aquitaine 1012 401 97 452 179 108 220 87 92
Midi-Pyrénées 767 345 83 336 151 91 181 81 85
Limousin - 177 S09 121 206 278 168 7S 101 106
Rhône-Alpes 2009 424 102 6)8 135 82 485 102 107
Auver6me 478 '355 86 229 170 10'3 109 81 85
languedoc 722 412 99 317 181 110 168 96 101
Provence-Corsica 1946 22 126 748 201 122 42S 114 120

Total classified 21591 414 100 8609 16 S.l 100 49151 9S 100

Non-classifiable 1471 433 219
TOTAL 2)062 9042 5172

I

I,

TABLE III

REGIONALIZED INFRASTRUCTURE BUDGET

I
~~
I
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